
INLS 523, Dr. Capra Database Project Spring 2013 
Assigned:  Thurs, Jan 24 Deliverable 1 – Requirements Due: 12:00pm, Tues, Feb 05 

 

Objective 
The purpose of the Semester Database Project is to give you the opportunity to design and implement a 

database from start to finish.  You will work in small groups of two people for all parts of the project. 

 

Deliverable 1: Write requirements and specifications for the project 

Deliverable 2: Design the ER, schema, and data dictionary 

Deliverable 3: Implement the database, populate it with records, demonstrate its 

features, and provide documentation. 

 

Grading:   The entire project is 20% of your final course grade (Deliverable 1 = 4%, Deliverable 2 = 7%, 

Deliverable 3 = 9%). 

 

Part 1 Instructions (adapted from Arcot Rajasekar) 

Imagine that you are information analysts and have been hired to write a report with specifications and 

design aspects for a system that can support an online auction website.  Your assignment is to write a report 

that describes the major types of information and factors that will be important for running the online 

auction site.  Your report should be written in an essay style and should be no longer than 1,250 words.  

This means that you will need to be clear and concise in your writing. 

 

In your report: 

1. Discuss the types of information needed to run the online auction.  Include the critical factors that 

need to be considered such as buyers, sellers, items, bids, winners, losers, feedback/ratings, 

communications between buyers and sellers, etc.  These are just a few factors you may choose to 

include.  As part of this assignment, you will make decisions about what specific aspects (of many 

possible ones) you wish to include in your team’s model. 

2. Describe the information that you need to store in order to support the auction system.  Note any 

constraints that may exist. 

3. Discuss the relationships between the actors and objects in the auction system. 

4. An online auction database could have several types of users, including buyers, sellers, and 

administrators of the auction site.  Briefly describe each of these user types and for each user type 

give three examples of queries that they might want to run on the database.  For example, a buyer 

might want to know what other items a specific seller has for sale. 

5. Consider a real-world auction site such as eBay to help inform the logical model your present.  

You do NOT need to use eBay as a buyer or seller, but you may find it helpful to browse the site 

and learn about how it works so that you can infer what information is needed to support an online 

auction database. 

6. Also consider Exercise 8.29 in EN6 for inspiration and understanding of what is needed for an 

online auction database. 

7. DO NOT include information about specific hardware, software, databases, tables, keys, queries, 

of other implementation-specific details.  This assignment should be essay-style text descriptions 

of the important factors. 

8. In the following Deliverables for the project, you will design and implement a database based on 

what you outline in this report, so keep that goal in mind.  What you write in this deliverable needs 

to support and help your later phases. 

9. Use APA style to clearly cite and reference any sources you use. 

 

 

Grading: 

I will be looking for clarity of your specifications and the completeness of your assignment. 

 

How to turn in your assignment: 

Turn in ONE PDF FILE that contains your report of no more than 2,000 words.  Your report should be in 

10 or 12 point font, with 1.5 line spacing. 



 

Name your file according to the following convention: 

 
 onyen1-onyen2-p1.pdf 

 

Replace onyen1 and onyen2 with the actual Onyens of your group members (e.g. if I was in a group with 

Mickey Mouse, our assignment would be rcapra-mmouse-p1.pdf).  The character between 

youronyen and the “p1.pdf” part should be a single minus sign (not an underscore).  You could also call this 

character a dash.  There should be no spaces or other characters in the filename.  Files with names that do 

not follow this convention will not be graded. 

 

ONLY ONE of your team members should submit your file electronically through the Sakai by going to the 

Assignments area and finding the “P1” assignment.  After you think you have submitted the assignment, I 

strongly recommend checking to be sure the file was uploaded correctly and that you can view it by 

clicking on it from within Sakai.  If I cannot open or view your file, I cannot grade it. 

 

If for some reason you need to re-submit your homework file, you must add a version number to your 

filename so that we will know which file is the most recent.   Sakai is configured so that it will only accept 

3 total submissions.  Use the following file naming convention if you need to re-submit: 

 

 Your first submission: onyen1-onyen2-p1.pdf 

 Your second submission: onyen1-onyen2-p1.pdf-v2.pdf 

 Your third submission: onyen1-onyen2-p1.pdf-v3.pdf 

 

Sakai is also configured with a due date and an “accept until” date.  Submissions received after the due date 

(even just 1 minute!) will receive a 10% penalty per day.  The “accept until” date is 5 days after the due 

date.  Submissions will not be accepted after the “accept until” date and will have a score of zero recorded. 

 

 

 


